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 The project is reaching its end. It has been

a fantastic knowledge trip for the entire

STAVE ENCRYPT team!

We have finalised the MOOC content, now

available on the project’s e-learning

platform. 

It consists of six videos, six interactive

PDFs, test knowledge and feedback

questionnaires for each Module.

The course is offered in English and Greek.

We are taking a step further and also

preparing the Course in the Turkish

language as we believe that blockchain

technologies and Music can support peace

and reconciliation on the island of Cyprus.     

https://www.enmusicdigit.com/challenges
https://www.enmusicdigit.com/challenges


The topics the MOOC covers are:

Introduction to NFTs

The first step in creating NFTs (blockchain

platforms)

Crypto Wallets

Creating a musical NFT

Creation of an NFTs collection

Selling NFTs

 

TOPICS COVERED BY THE MOOC



In October 2023, we presented the project in

two online events. 

 The first event was organised by UNFI CYP on

the 25th of October.  

DISSEMINATION EVENTS

The project DARE Cyprus on the 27th of October

2023 organised an online event where we had

the chance to present the EnMusic project.

https://www.facebook.com/DareDay1Cyprus


On the 19th of November 2023, the STAVE

ENCRYPT team, honouring street

musicians, organised a street event where

the project and its MOOC were presented

to the participants. The event took place

at Eleftheria Square in Nicosia, Cyprus. 

STREET EVENT



The STAVE ENCRYPT team wishes to

express its gratitude to the

MusicAIRE project and the European

Commission for this opportunity.

We have gained a valuable

knowledge and experience for the

Web3 world by implementing the

EnMusicDigit project which we can

now utilise and integrate in our

services to other musicians and

artists. 



Stay tuned by following the 

EnMusicDigit  project

On Facebook :

https://www.facebook.com/enmusicdigit 

and 

on YouTube:

www.youtube.com/@enmusicdigit

You can also visit the project‘s website at

www.enmusicdigit.com

https://www.facebook.com/enmusicdigit
https://www.facebook.com/enmusicdigit
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